
Instructions for making any style mask ¼” elastic replacements: 

You can cut up flat head bands, but that can get pricy.  You can make some ear loops easily out of stretchy fabric, 

lycra is best, but you can use knits, etc – anything stretchy.  I did find that if the fabric was too flimsy it didn’t work 

well.  Using lycra I cut each loop just like the elastic, but with a bit flimsier stretch fabric I had to shorten the length 

a bit. 

Cut a ¾” wide strip of stretch fabric 16” long.  Fold in ½ and serge down the raw edge, just barely shaving off some 

fabric as you serge.  Cut strip in ½ and use the two pieces like you would elastic.  If you don’t have a serger, Cut the 

strip ½” wide, fold in half and use a zig zag stitch down the strip. 

Instructions for making any style Mask Tie: 

Cut a 40” fabric strip, 1 ½” wide.  Must be cotton like mask, no bias tape, cut on grain of fabric so fabric strip isn’t 

stretchy.  If you need to piece fabric together, cut and sew diagonally.  (See picture #1 below.)  Press each raw 

edge into center of strip.  I press strip in half first to give me a line.  Once sides are pressed in, fold strip in ½ again 

and top stitch close to folded edge.  I string the tie through the top of the casing on one side and then go up from 

the bottom of the other side; ends of ties are at top of mask.  This creates a neck loop for healthcare workers to 

hand the mask from their neck if they want.  If they don’t like the neck loop they can always just cut the tie in half.   
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